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About This Game

Main features:

Explore a vibrant world based on steampunk and old fairy tales!

Choose between 6 characters, all with an unique ability! Vlad c 5d3b920ae0
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I liked characters, weapons and art. This game could actualy be good but it was totally dead when I got to it and optimization is
aweful.. Dosnt even work to install, dont buy it! *the hours is from idlemaster*. Hard to say anything about this game since
nobody's playing it. Kinda sucks for a PvP game (let's not talk about bots). This reason is enough not to recommend it.. Not
worth buying. It looks pretty good and you can play it against bots.. hardly any settings options and servers are dead, fix this and
it'd be alright for a TF2 clone. so this game really can be fun and contorls feel great when playing. the only downside is not a lot
of people are playing or know about this game. but if you still like alice in wonderland and steam punk you should check this
game out.. Pro: Graphics - It is indeed beautiful! Con: Nearly everything else! - The servers are dead! All! Noone is playing this
game online! - The game itself is boring!. Fabula Mortis is a first person shooter made with Unreal engine, where you battle
versus bots or other players for glory on a 4 different maps. As far as I can tell there is no story mode, just good old pvp. You
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can choose from 5 characters + a locked one (not sure how to unlock it, my guess - leveling). Rouge - the chick with the double
revolvers - good from a distance as the iron sight is pretty accurate. Alice - the machine gun chick - your typical spray and pray
character, can have grenades. Vlad - the melee dude - wolverine style in your face slice and dice - lightning fast. Wolf - the dude
with the flamethrower - the Firebug, can drop tar and set it ablaze. Rob-o - the C3PO canon launcher - slow, but 1 shots people
:) The unlockable character is called Wild Card and can slide on the ground - that's all I've gathered from the Steam description.
There is character progression in the game - you level up and you gather coins from kills - 25 for a headshot, 50 for first blood
and 100 for a kill. Coins and levels persist through character swap. You need level 10 and 10000 coins to unlock the secondary (
and I expect the better) weapon/armaments for each character , so 60 000 coins to unlock it on all six (600 frags). There is a
skill tree for all of your characters, that provides minor upgrades like longer power up duration and less respawn time, and then
one individual tree for each character, where you unlock the secondary armaments, taunts, grenades . So on the available 4 maps
you can play the following match types : Deathmatch, Team Deathmatch, Training Day, King of the Hill and Bodyguard.
Deathmatch and Team Deathmatch are pretty straightforward, in Training day everybody starts with Alice and as you gain kills
you progress and swap automatically to the next character, King of the Hill - on of you is the King, everybody on the map can
see King's location and whoever kills the King becomes the new one - points are awarded for being the King. Bodyguard game
mode is like a team Deathmatch, where one of the players on each team is VIP and only VIP deaths affect the scoreboard, the
rest of the team are expendable ;) There are quite a few power-ups in the game in form of a different colored ball on the ground
- armor, damage, big jump and a few others. At first it's hard to get, what the power up exactly does - I would love to have them
all listed and explained somewhere. I would also like some Steam achievements and trading cards - to round up the game
experience. The maps are fairly different, but only 4 - let's hope more will come in the future. The controls are tight and fully
remappable, the combat is fluid and satisfactory, unless you're the victim :p The AI is definitely not the brightest, as it mainly
reacts when shot upon, but it's good to have in the mix for more action ;) The price tag is a bit high in my opinion, as there are
free to play alternatives on the market that offer the same, if not better, experience, so I would recommend only to buy the
game, once it goes on sale.
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